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Outline 

• The Problem 
• Analysis 
• Mitigation Options 
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Northridge 1994 

LAFD Fires  
0431-2400 January 17, 1994 

Post-Earthquake Ignitions, with Time 
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 Urban Conflagration 

•  Northridge 1994 Earthquake  

•  First Interstate Bank Building fire (1988) 

•  East bay hills fire (1991) 

•  San Bruno gas explosion (2011) 

•  Numerous Southern California WUI fires 

•  ShakeOut (2008) Scenario à 1,600 ignitions 

The Problem 
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High rise building fires 

q 1988 First Interstate 
Bank building fire 

q Tallest building in 
California 

q Required 1/3 LAFD 
for response 
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San Bruno Gas Explosion 

National Pipeline 
Mapping System 

https://www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov/PublicViewer/
composite.jsf  

Gas 
Haz. Liquid 
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USGS ShakeOut Exercise 

200 million sq ft ($60 bn dollar) loss 
due to fire following earthquake  
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Water Supply in re FFE 
Seismic Safety Commission / PEER 

•  Water, equipment and trained 
personnel are the essence of 
firefighting 

•  Water  

Broken hydrant, 
Marina, 1989 Loma 

Prieta earthquake 

Questions:  
•  how well do water departments understand the 
potential damage to their distribution system? 
(focus to date has been on transmission) 
•  what are their current estimates of post-event 
firefighting water reliability? 
•  how well do fire departments understand this 
situation? 
•  how well are fire departments prepared for 
alternative water supply? 
•  how can this situation be improved? 
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Online Surveys 
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Findings – Fire Agencies 
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Key Findings from the Fire Agencies Survey 
 

q  See earthquake as a very important issue. 

q  But, could be better informed as to earthquake risk 

q  Have infrequent communication with their water departments. 

q  Consider their normal water supplies as seismically unreliable. 

q  Are improving water supply capability but efforts are piecemeal, 
not coordinated and often are ‘reinventing the wheel’. 

q  Have identified alternative water sources, but These sources are 
often not particularly well documented, nor kept up to date nor 
regularly drilled. 

q  The very difficult task of moving water from these sources to the 
fire scene is in many cases not well thought out, not adequately 
equipped and not regularly drilled. 
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Findings – Water Agencies 
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Key Findings from the Water Agencies Survey 

q  Most larger urban water agencies not aware of the specifics of the earthquake risk 
they are exposed to (i.e., two thirds had had no analysis in the last ten years).  

q  Earthquake is seen as a key issue by most water departments, but that provision of 
potable water has a higher priority in some cases than firefighting.  

q  Even where water departments have knowledge of the vulnerabilities of their 
systems, this is not often (only 22%) communicated to fire departments.  

q  Both water and fire departments expect major loss of water supply in a major 
earthquake, with the water department informing the fire department of the details of 
this about half the time.  

q  Many water departments are currently addressing their seismic vulnerabilities with 
significant engineering programs.  

q  Information on when water would be restored is sparse.  

q  Some water departments have alternatives given loss of normal water supply, but 
only a fraction (~1/3) are reasonably equipped to actually move water.  

q  Fire and water department liaison is not very good, and are often somewhat indirect, 
through larger enterprise-wide coordination meetings. Emergency water supply is not 
a focus.  
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What do we do?  Mitigation Opportunities 
Water Supply 
•  LADWP (1970-80s, and ongoing) 
•  EBMUD, Hetch Hetchy…upgrades 
Special Systems 
• San Francisco AWSS (1906) 
• San Francisco PWSS (1986 à Loma Prieta Earthquake) 
• Vancouver DFPS (1990s) 
• Vallejo, Oakland, Berkeley (mini-PWSSs, 1990s) 
• Los Angeles? (ShakeOut à review of LA  

NERT / CERT citizen training programs 

Gas / Electric Seismic Shutoff Valves 
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Portable Water Supply Systems 
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High Pressure Systems 
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LA Basin HP system - feasibility 

• 3 ft diam steel pipe can deliver 40 cfs (18000 gpm) 

100,000 ft (19 miles)  

• head loss of 293 ft (about 130 psi) from sea level 

to central LA elev ~150 ft (city hall is 305 ft)  

• max pump pressure is about 200 psi 

•  HP reqd is about 2300 HP 
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Gas Shut-off Valves 
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Summary / Recommendations 

•  FFE complex 
•  Limited emergency response capacity 

Recommendations 
•  Fire and lifeline agencies focus on FFE 
•  Require analysis of FFE risk 
•  Create a state-wide PWSS 
•  Create an LA basin High Pressure system 
•  Require gas and power shut-off devices for all 

conflagration prone areas 

•  Fire following earthquake a very significant risk 
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PEER Report 
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Thank You 

cscawthorn@berkeley.edu   
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